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Introduction 

In 2003, the ILO began to observe the World Day for Safety and Health at Work, 

bringing its tripartite strength and social dialogue to the International Commemoration 

Day for Dead and Injured Workers organized worldwide by the trade union 

movement since 1996 and coordinated by the International Trade Union Confederation 

(ITUC). 

On the occasion of the 2015 World Day for Safety and Health at Work, the ILO 

called for urgent action to build a culture of prevention on occupational safety and 

health. Every year a number of events are organized worldwide to celebrate this day. 

On 28 of April, a panel discussion has been organized at the ILO headquarters to 

celebrate the World Day for Safety and Health at Work, with the participation of the 

ILO Deputy Director-General for Policy, Ms Sandra Polaski. Events also took place in 

25 different countries around the globe and include different types of activities, such 

as ceremonies, conferences, exhibitions, workshops, symposia, processions, etc. 

This document outlines the activities that took place around the world on the occasion of 

the 2015 World Day for Safety and Health at Work. It provides the descriptions of 

events organized by or with the participation of the ILO, as well as other initiatives 

reported at safeday@ilo.org. 
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ALGERIA, Algiers 

The Ministry of Labour, Employment and Social Security in collaboration with the social 

partners and the ILO organized an official ceremony to celebrate the World Day for 

Safety and Health at Work. 

Description of activities 

The Minister of Labour, Employment and Social Security, Mr Mohamed El Ghazi, chaired the 

ceremony, titled: “Building a culture of prevention of occupational safety and health”. The 

Director of the ILO Office in Algiers and representatives of the Employers’ organization and 

of the General Union of Algerian Workers delivered a speech. 

A thematic exhibition was organized on the sidelines of the event.  

Special prizes were awarded to managers and experts who contributed to the popularization 

and dissemination of the culture of prevention of occupational risks, as well as to improve 

working conditions and reduce the number accidents and occupational diseases.  
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ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires 

From 6th to 8th of May the 12th Argentina Week of Health and Safety at Work took 

place in the Tecnópolis fairgrounds of Buenos Aires. A broad public including provincial 

governments and institutional authorities, companies, trade unions, insurance companies, 

schools and universities participated at this multidisciplinary and multisectoral event. 

Description of activities 

The Superintendency of Occupational Risks organized the event, with the primary purpose of 

raising awareness about the importance of risk prevention at work. 

A number of activities were organized around the theme “Join the construction of a culture of 

prevention on Safety and Health at Work”, including conferences, seminars, workshops, 

technical meetings, a fair with more than 100 stands, exhibitions, interactive  demonstrations 

and awareness activities for kids about occupational risks at work. 

The opening ceremony was led by Mr Carlos A. Tomada, Minister of Labour, Employment and 

Social Security, together with Mr John H. Gonzalez Gaviola, Superintendent of Occupational 

Risks, and officials from CGT, CTA, CFT, UIA, CAME, CGERA, APYME, ILO, ISSA, ISSO, and 

CISS. The Minister stressed that the achievements made in recent years are the result of joint 

work with the stakeholders to improve working conditions and environment. 

During the opening the II Argentine Strategy for Health and Safety at Work for the period 

2015 – 2019 was initiated. This strategy focuses on three main areas: further development of 

primary prevention; maximizing the use of digital tools for achieving the objectives of the Act 

of occupational risks; and promote a comprehensive approach on workers’ health. 

In the framework of the 12th Week Argentina Health and Safety at Work was also carried 

out the VIII International Congress of Occupational Risks PREVENTION 2015. 

For more information, visit: http://www.srt.gob.ar/index.php/12-semana-de-la-salud-y-la-

seguridad-en-el-trabajo. 
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CHILE, Santiago 

The ILO Office for the South Cone of Latin America, the Ministry of Labour and the 

Superintendecy of Social Security (SUSESO) organized a half-day workshop to 

celebrate the World Day for Safety and Health at Work. 

 

 

 

Description of activities 

The workshop was opened by the Director of the ILO Office for the South Cone of Latin 

America, Mr Fabio Bertranou, and the Minister of Labour and Social Welfare, Ms Javiera 

Blanco. The Superintendent of Social Security, Mr Claudio Reyes, the President of the United 

Workers Central (CUT), Ms Barbara Figueroa, and the President of the Confederation of 

Production and Trade (CPC), Mr Alberto Salas participated at the tripartite discussion. Ms 

Carmen Bueno, ILO OSH Specialist, presented the SAFEDAY 2015 campaign, “Join in building 

a culture of prevention on OSH”. The event included also the award ceremony “Tucapel 

González García 2015” for the Management of Safety and Health at Work. 

The main objectives of the event were: (a) to disseminate ILO message for World Day for 

Safety and Health at Work; (b) to promote a tripartite discussion between Chilean players on 

OSH processes undertaken by the Government; (c) to disseminate the 2014 report on 

workplace accidents in Chile. 

More than 100 people attended the event, including: officials of government and OSH-

related institutions (MINTRAB, SUSESO, DT, ISL, MINSAL, and ISP); representatives of 

employers’ and workers’ organizations (CPC and its branches, CUT, UNT, CAT, and ANEF); 

managers and officials of administrative bodies; academics and OSH professionals. 

For more information, visit:  

http://www.ilo.org/santiago/sala-de-prensa/WCMS_364336/lang--es/index.htm. 
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CHINA, Beijing 

The ILO Beijing Office and the State Administration of Work Safety (SAWS) organized 

a seminar on preventive safety inspection. The objectives were mainly political 

advocacy and capacity building. 

Description of activities 

The central theme of the event was to promote the prevention culture on OSH in China, with a 

special focus on further strengthening the promotional approach of OSH inspection. The Vice 

Minister of SAWS, Mr Yang Yuanyuan, and the Director of the ILO Country Office for China 

and Mongolia, Mr Tim De Meyer, spoke at the opening ceremony.  [The speech of the Director 

Mr Tim De Meyer is available on: http://www.ilo.org/beijing/information-resources/public-

information/speeches/WCMS_364101/lang--en/index.htm] 

Around 50 participants attended the seminar, including officials of the State Administration of 

Work Safety, representatives of social partners (All-China Federation of Trade Unions and 

China Enterprise Confederation), OSH inspectors from different provinces, OSH specialists 

from ILO Japan, and EUCOSH project, and media representatives. Presentations on OSH 

prevention culture and the role of labour inspection were delivered by Ms Ingrid Christensen, 

senior OSH specialist in DWT ROAP, and Mr Zhu Changyou, Labour Inspection specialist in ILO 

HQs. Officials of SAWS and local inspectors shared good practices and challenges of OSH 

inspection in China.  

The event achieved an important result: the SAWS’ and social partners’ commitment to 

promote the OSH prevention culture at both national and organizational level. 
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FRANCE, Paris 

The ILO Office for France in collaboration with the Ministry of Labour, Employment, 

Vocational training and Social dialogue organized a meeting to sensitize stakeholders 

on hazards and risks at work, as well as ways to prevent them. 

 

Description of activities 

The meeting was opened by the Ministry of Labour, Mr François Rebsamen and the ILO 

Director General, Mr Guy Ryder. In his speech, delivered alongside the Minister of Labour, in 

the presence of the social partners and the major French actors of occupational risk 

prevention, Guy Ryder emphasized the importance of developing a culture of prevention in 

the workplace. 

The texts of the speeches are available on the website of the ILO Office for France: 

http://www.ilo.org/public/french/region/eurpro/paris/actualites/index.htm#jmsst. 
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HUNGARY, Budapest 

The Staff Union and Workers’ Specialist of the ILO Decent Work Technical Support 

Team and Country Office for Central and Eastern Europe in Budapest organized an  

in-house event to celebrate the World Day for Safety and Health at Work. The 

objective was to strengthen the commitment of all staff members of the Office in 

promoting OSH rules in their daily activities. 

Description of activities 

A gathering for commemorating the victims 

of work-related accidents and diseases 

and enhancing the pro-active attitude 

related to OSH was organized. A moment 

of silence was observed in the memory of 

the victims.  

The Staff Union leader Ms Eva Mihlic gave 

a short speech about the origin and 

meaning of 28 April commemoration and 

Mr Ovidiu Jurca, Sr. Specialist in Workers’ 

Activities spoke about the role of the 

prevention dimension when seeking a 

better OSH principles implementation.  

It was an opportunity for strengthening the 

role of ILO Staff Union as a permanent 

actor in this field and the commitment of all 

the staff for daily and qualitative 

promotion of OSH principles.   
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IRELAND, Dublin 

The State Health & Safety Authority, Employers’ 

representatives (IBEC) and Workers’ 

representatives (Irish Congress of Trade Unions) 

jointly organised a tripartite event entitled 

“Remembering the past for a safe and healthy 

future”. This was the first time the initiative was 

marked using a tripartite approach. 

Description of activities 

The purposes of the event was to (a) provide a forum to remember those killed, injured and 

made ill in work related activities; (b) raise awareness of the importance of the effective 

management of workplace safety, health and welfare; (c) bring key influencers and 

stakeholders together to foster a collaborative approach; (d) provide a platform for media 

coverage thus reaching a far wider audience than those present on the day. 

The event took the shape of a remembrance event with contributions from employee 

representatives, employer representatives and the State.  Over 100 guests attended 

representing a wide range of employers’ and employees’ bodies. The event involved 

addresses from the three Directors of the above organizations and a speech from the Minister 

for Business and Employment. A minute of silence was observed to remember the victims of 

occupational accidents and diseases. 

In addition, a wide-ranging awareness raising campaign took place targeting representative 

bodies and individual employers. Media targeting was carried out in the weeks leading up to 

the event which culminated in an early morning segment for the Minister for Business and 

Employment on the national airwaves (RTE’s Morning Ireland).  
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ITALY, Rome 

The National Association of Workers Mutilated and Disabled Workers (ANMIL) in 

cooperation with the Social Secretariat of RAI (Italian radio and television) realised a 

communication campaign which was transmitted by the national TV channels from 

22nd to 26th April 2015. This campaign was accompanied by a charity football match, 

played at Ostia (Rome) on 28Th April 2015. 

Description of activities  

The title of the campaign was “The dream Job”. The 

theme was related to the image of a boy and a girl who 

express their dreams about the job they would like to do 

when they get adults; this links to the role that OHS must 

play in order to avoid that people’s dreams about their 

future job turn into nightmares. The purpose of the 

campaign was to raise awareness about OHS among 

young people, since they will be the workers of the 

future. 

The football match was played by Firotek Football Team vs Amici football team (Amici is the 

title of an Italian TV talent show targeting young people and very popular among them). 

Students from different schools within the area of Rome came to assist the match. Before the 

beginning of the match there was a presentation of ANMIL activities in the field of OSH. There 

was also a presentation of ANMIL Sport, the association founded by ANMIL to spread the 

importance of sport as a means for social inclusion of young people after an accident at work. 
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MACEDONIA, Skopje 

The Macedonian Occupational Safety and Health Association (MOSHA), with the 

support of the ILO Office in Skopje, organized a cultural-educative event to 

celebrate the World Day for Safety and Health at Work the 28 April in Macedonia  

Description of activities 

MOSHA organized the event in Daut Pasin Amam located in the Skopje’s Old Bazaar. This 

location - which is more than 500 years old and is also a home of the National Gallery of 

Macedonia – was chosen in relation to this year's theme of the World Day for Safety and 

Health at Work “Join in Building a Culture of Prevention on OSH”. MOSHA installed a huge 

banner of this year’s theme, allowing participants to take photos with. MOSHA arranged live 

acoustic classical music throughout the whole time and projected OSH movies in a separate 

room that acted as a cinema.  

The Agenda of the event was as following:  

 Introduction and minute of silence for the workers that died at work in 2014;  

 Introductory speech from Mr Milan Petkovski on the World Day for Safety and Health at 

Work and this year’s theme “Join in Building a Culture of Prevention on OSH”; 

 Presentation of the Report about accidents at work in Macedonia; 

 National Awards for good OSH practice. MOSHA and the social partners awarded two 

national awards for good OSH practice to two Macedonian companies. 

The event aroused huge media interest: more than 5 Macedonian TVs published information 

about the event and more than 30 Macedonian online portals, newspapers and news websites 

published information related to the event. Thus, the initiative had great impact on promoting 

a culture of prevention and raising awareness on OSH to the general public.  
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MONGOLIA, Ulaanbaatar 

In the occasion of the World Day of Safety and Health at Work, some events were 

carried out in the capital. The Ministry of Construction and Urban Development 

organized a roundtable discussion on the ILO Safety and Health Convention on 

Mines. The Mongolian National Mining Association, the Ministry of Mining, the Ministry 

of Labour and the Ministry of Construction and Urban Development organized the 

Safety First 2015 Conference.  

Description of activities 

Representatives from Ministry of Construction of Urban Development, Ministry of Labour, 

Mongolia Construction Association, Construction Development Institute, Mongolian Employers’ 

Federation, Mongolian Confederation of Trade Union, ILO, and KOSHA participated at the 

roundtable to discuss on the ILO Safety and Health Convention on Mines C.167. The objectives 

were: (a) agree on further steps to ratify the ILO Safety and Health convention in construction; 

(b) discuss the initial findings of comparative analysis on OSH 167 in Mongolia. 

The roundtable discussion started with welcoming speech of Mr Ganbat, Director of 

Construction Safety Department, MCUD. Ms Ingrid Christensen, senior OSH specialist in ILO 

DWT ROAP, made a presentation on ILO Convention n.167, followed by Mr Kim Kyung Hun’s 

(KOSHA) presentation on construction safety and health in Korea. Participants identified the 

further steps for ratification of the convention, and agreed to establish a joint working group 

for ratification.  

SafetyFirst 2015 Conference was the fifth in its series. The previous conferences solely focused 

on occupational safety and health in mines, but this year it was extended to construction 

sector. The aims of the event were: (a) raising awareness of occupational safety and health in 

mines and construction in Mongolia; (b) learn experiences of OSH practices implemented in 

different companies and in different countries.  

The conference was organized by Mongolian National Mining Association and upon request, 

the ILO provided support to bring experts from Ministry of Social Security and Labour of 

Turkey and Korean OSH Agency to share their experiences on implementing international 

standards and good practices in mining and construction sectors. Ms Ingrid Christensen also 

provided information on OSH practices, with focus on ILO Conventions on Safety and Health in 

Mines (C.176) and Safety and Health in Construction (C.167). Mongolia is working to ratify 

both conventions. 
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MONTENEGRO, Podgorica 

The ILO organized a tripartite workshop on the theme “Join in building a culture of 

prevention on OSH” to celebrate the World Day for Safety and Health for 2015. 

Description of activities 

The workshop was attended by about 25 participants, including the Ministry of Labour, the 

State Labour Inspectorate, representatives of employers’ organizations (from Montenegrin 

Employers’ Federation) and of workers’ organizations (Confederation of Trade Unions of 

Montenegro, Union of Free Trade Unions of Montenegro, and Union of Army).  

After the opening remark of Ms Jasna Pocek, the ILO National Project Coordinator, Mr Kenichi 

Hirose, ILO Senior Specialist of Social Security, made a presentation. Next, the representative 

of the Labour Inspectorate presented the current situations on OSH, labour inspection and the 

reporting of work accidents. It was mentioned that Montenegro is considering the ratification 

of C.187 although their priority is to transpose the EU rules into the national legislation. Then, 

representatives from employers’ organization and trade unions made statements from their 

perspectives. This was followed by active discussions and exchange of views on the various 

current issues related to OSH.  

The campaign materials were translated and distributed. 

This was the first time that the ILO organized an advocacy event on OSH in Montenegro. All 

the tripartite constituents showed a keen interest in improving the OSH situation in the country. 
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NIGERIA, Abuja 

The ILO, its tripartite partners and other stakeholders in Nigeria celebrated the 2015 

World Day for Safety and Health at work with calls on government, employers and 

workers to provide enabling environment for building a culture of prevention on 

Occupational Safety and Health.  The celebration offered an opportunity for the ILO 

constituents and stakeholders to examine progress challenges and opportunities to 

improve occupational safety and health issues in Nigeria; it also featured an 

interactive workshop and speeches by the ILO and its constituents. 

Description of activities 

Participants included senior representatives of the 

Federal Ministry of Labour and Productivity 

(FMLP), the Nigeria Employers Consultative 

Association, the Nigeria Labour Congress and the 

Trade Union Congress of Nigeria. They discussed 

issues related to enhancing a sustainable safety 

culture at the workplace, building and maintaining 

a preventive occupational safety and health 

culture as a tool for productivity in Nigeria and 

building a safety culture in the construction industry.  

On behalf of the ILO, Mr Dennis Zulu, Deputy Director of the ILO Country Office in Abuja, 

urged Nigeria to ratify and domesticate relevant ILO conventions, as well as to review and 

sign the law on Occupational Health and Safety which was submitted to National Assembly in 

2005.  

In his welcome address, Dr Clement Illoh, Permanent Secretary, Federal Ministry of Labour and 

Productivity (FMLP), stated that the ministry, in line with its mandate in Occupational Safety 

and Health at work, has recently made some restructuring to give special focus on preventive 

culture in Occupational Safety and Health. 

In his keynote address, Senator Joel Danlami Ikenya, Minister of Labour and Productivity, 

stated that government was committed now more than ever before to promote a national 

occupational safety and health culture in which the right to a safe and healthy working 

environment is respected at all levels, where governments, employers and workers actively 

participate in securing a safe and healthy working environment. 

For Nigeria workers, a culture of prevention must be founded on the engagement of partners 

and their constructive dialogue with the consolidation of occupational safety and health 

achievements. 

According to Nigeria Employers’ Consultative Association (NECA), the theme “Join in Building a 

culture of prevention on occupational safety and health” was very relevant because any 

disregard of prevention could lead to devastating consequences such as avoidable loss of 

property, production time and even life.  
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NIGERIA, Lagos 

The World Safety Organization National Office for Nigeria (WSO Nigeria), in 

partnership with the United Nations Information Center (UNIC), organized an in-door 

campaign on the theme “Join in building a culture of prevention on OSH”, with the 

purpose of encourage the commitment of the stakeholders to prevent occupational 

accident and diseases and give high priority to safety and health at work. 

Description of the activities 

Members from educational institutions and the medical community, government officials, 

employers and workers in both the public and private sectors alongside safety practitioners 

attended the event. 

Welcoming guests to the program, the Director and President of WSO stated that safety was 

and should be the paramount concern of all individuals, groups and organizations because of 

the immeasurable economic and social negative impact of safety related incidents. The 

Director of the UNIC Lagos, Mr Ronald Kayanja, joined the meeting via Skype from Abuja 

and presented a special message by the United Nations to mark the day.  

After three presentations on the importance of developing a culture of prevention in the 

different sectors and industries, a panel discussion was held on the topic “The Need for 

Building a Sustainable Culture of Prevention in Nigeria”, where panellists had the opportunities 

to answer questions from participants on OSH related issues. 
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PARAGUAY, Asunción  

On the occasion of its third anniversary, the Commission for Investigation and 

Prevention of Accidents (CIPA) of Petropar, with the support of the National 

Confederation of Workers (CGT-CNT), organized a four-hour discussion panel 

entitled “Building a culture of prevention on OSH in the enterprise”. 

Description of activities 

The main objectives of the panel were to inform and raise awareness about the importance of 

prevention in the field of safety and health at work and to present the work of CIPA in the 

company. 

Mr Ernesto Abdala, ILO representative in Paraguay, and Dr Olga Ortis, Director of 

occupational health of the Minister of Labour, Employment and Social Security (MTESS), 

introduced the theme of building a culture of prevention on OSH. A video from Ms Carmen 

Bueno, ILO OSH Specialist, was projected. Dr Atilio Casco Veron (IPS) spoke on the role of 

social security in prevention. The Director of Employment of MTESS, Dr David Velasquey, 

addressed the issue of HIV-AIDS in the workplace, from the point of view of prevention and 

health promotion. Then representatives of different companies (INC PETROPAR, HACIENDA, 

INTNM) illustrated the role of CIPA in the prevention of occupational accidents and diseases 

and presented OSH experiences in the different companies. 
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PAKISTAN, Karachi  

In Pakistan, SAFEDAY celebrations on 28th April 2015 were characterised by a series 

of events across the country including the 10th OSH awards organised by the 

Employers Federation of Pakistan (EFP) in collaboration with the Pakistan Workers 

Federation (PWF), the Provincial and Federal Labour departments and the ILO. During 

the event, the Federal Government announced its intention to initiate social dialogue on 

the ratification of Convention 155 concerning Occupational Safety and Health and the 

Working Environment. 

Description of activities 

To mark World Day on Safety and Health at Work under the theme: “Join in Building a 

Culture on prevention on OSH”, the Employers Federation of Pakistan (EFP), in collaboration 

with the Pakistan Workers Federation (PWF), the Provincial and Federal Labour departments 

and the ILO held the 2015 OSH awards in Karachi. The event brought together over 170 

participants representing Government, Workers, Employers, Chamber/s, Academia as well as 

media. 

The annual event raised awareness on OSH, recalled stakeholders commitment around the 

theme of the commemorative event and awarded employers who showed improvements since 

the last awards in the area of OSH at the workplace.  

The Chief Guest at the event, Mr Sikandar Ismail, Federal Secretary of the Ministry of 

Overseas Pakistanis and Human Resources Development (OPHRD) announced that the federal 

government will initiate a tripartite dialogue to consider the ratification of new ILO 

conventions including Occupational Safety and Health Convention (No. 155).  

For more information, visit: 

http://www.ilo.org/islamabad/info/public/pr/WCMS_366148/lang--en/index.htm.  

http://www.ilo.org/islamabad/info/public/pr/WCMS_366148/lang--en/index.htm
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REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA, Chisinau 

The ILO Regional Office for Europe and Central Asia and the State Labour 

Inspectorate organized a conference entitled “Occupational Safety and Health in the 

Republic of Moldova: realities and perspectives of building a culture of prevention”. 

The event aimed at promoting the prevention of occupational accidents and diseases in 

the country, by focusing the public attention on the overall picture on OSH, related 

challenges, existing good practices and perspectives in creating a prevention culture.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description of activities 

The event represented an important forum on the issue of OSH. It was opened by the Deputy 

Minister of Labour, Social Protection and Family, Labour Inspectorate and social partners. All 

of them emphasized the magnitude of the OSH problem in Moldova and the pressing need for 

a more efficient prevention system.  

55 representatives of central authorities (Ministries of Labour, Social Protection and Family; 

Education; Health; Agriculture, National Centre for Public Health, Labour Inspectorate), 

National Confederation of Employers’ Organizations, National Confederation of Trade 

Unions, higher and vocational education institutions, companies, students and media 

participated at the conference. 

Presentations by state authorities were made, offering a comprehensive picture on the state 

policy on OSH and some sectorial approaches to the issue. Discussions took place on main 

challenges in preventing occupational diseases and accidents at work, as well as the way 

ahead, including in the light of the Association Agreement with the EU.  The conference was a 

good opportunity for an exchange of good practices on OSH between companies. For the first 

time, the OSH Day event in Moldova included presentations by the representatives of higher 

and vocational education institutions, who besides from describing the way the OSH is 

addressed in their entities, pointed to existing problems in the OSH education curricula and 

teaching process.   
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The event raised the awareness on OSH, with focus on building a prevention culture, due to 

high attendance at the event, but also wide media coverage (5 newsletters, one press agency 

and one TV Company). The conference was the first event on OSH of this size in Moldova. It 

indicated clearly a high interest for awareness raising, capacity building and experience 

sharing on this topic. The conference also served the purpose of establishing future 

partnerships between the state authorities and education institutions in organizing annual 

conferences on OSH; in this context, the Technical University of Moldova volunteered to host 

the Conference next year free of charge. 
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RUSSIA, Sochi 

The first Russian Health and Safety week was held from 13 to 17 of April, 2015 in 

Sochi. The week was devoted to the eve of the World Safety Day established by the 

ILO and discussed new trends and prospects for promoting activities for safety and 

health at work, for ensuring safe working conditions and protecting workers’ health. 

Description of activities 

The first Russian OSH Week brought together nearly 8,000 participants, including 

representatives of the Government of the Russian Federation and the Ministry of Labour, 

members of international organizations, leading experts and specialists on occupational health 

and safety, managers and specialists of top Russian corporations and organizations from all 

regions of the Russian Federation. 

The main ideas of the event were to unite at the common platform the authoritative 

representatives of occupational safety and health from all around the world, to draw public 

attention to the issues of safety and to develop joint solutions on topical issues of health and 

safety.  

The program of the Week included a series of international conferences and meetings, such 

as: 

 International Conference Russian Ministry of Labor and the International Labor Organization 

(ILO), dedicated to the World Day for Safety and Health at Work; 

 International Conference on the development and convergence of legislation in the field of 

occupational safety and health of the SCO and BRICS; 

 International Conference on reducing greenhouse gas emissions and create jobs with safe 

working conditions - a global goal of the 21st century; 

 III All-Russian congress of OSH specialists and All-Russian meeting of the Ministry of Labour 

of Russia.  

Ms Sandra Polaski, ILO Deputy Director-

General for Policy, opened the event. She 

called on workers, employers and 

governments to work together to create 

effective OSH strategies at the national 

level. According to Ms Polaski, the 

importance of ensuring safe and healthy 

workplaces is moving up the global political 

agenda, but more work is required to make 

a culture of prevention on OSH a reality for 

all workers worldwide. 

For more information, visit:  

http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_360569/lang--

en/index.htm. 

http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_360569/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_360569/lang--en/index.htm
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SERBIA, Belgrade  

To commemorate the World Day of Occupational Safety and Health and the National 

Day of Occupational Safety and Health in Serbia, the Ministry of Labour, Employment, 

Veteran and Social Affairs, in cooperation with the social partners and with support of 

the ILO, organized a ceremony on 24 April 2015 in the House of the Armed Forces of 

Serbia, in Belgrade. 

Description of activities 

The choir of the Music School Davorin Jenko opened the event, performing the national anthem 

and the song Vostani Serbie. A minute of silence took place to commemorate all fallen workers 

in 2014 that have passed away due to fatal occupational injuries and diseases. 

Mr Aleksandar Vulin, Minister of Labour, Employment, Veteran and Social Affairs, Mr 

Branislav Čanak, President of UGS Nezavisnost Trade Union, Mr Duško Vuković, President of 

CATUS Metal workers’ branch trade union, and Mr Nebojša Atanacković, President of Serbian 

Association of Employers gave a speech to an audience of more than 200 people including 

the high-level representatives of the ILO constituents in Serbia. All of them emphasized the 

relevance of occupational safety and health and the activities taking place in that area.  

Afterwards the 28 April award ceremony was held, where Ms Čedanka Andrić and Ms Vera 

Božić delivered the 28 April certificates of achievement to single persons, organizations, 

institutions and companies.  
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SPAIN, Málaga 

The coordinator of Occupational Safety and Health and Labour Risk Prevention of the 

Institute La Roselada organised the first Occupational Safety and Health Workshops 

Day, with the aim of promoting the culture of prevention and sensitize both, students 

and teachers, on the issue that security affects everybody, from the top management to 

the blue collars.  

Description of activities 

The workshops lasted two days. Four presentations (one hour each) were made, and 

replicated in smaller groups. Students were introduced to the matter of initial risk assessment, 

using a hand-out explaining how to analyze and assess different risks and then propose 

remedial measures. Approximately 120 students attending vocational training courses 

participated to the conference, jointly with about twenty teachers.  

For more information, visit: 

http://saludlaboralyprevencion.blogspot.com.es/2015/04/dia-mundial-de-la-seguridad-y-

salud-en.html; 

http://saludlaboralyprevencion.blogspot.com.es/2015/04/segunda-jornada-se-seguridad-y-

salud.html. 

  

http://saludlaboralyprevencion.blogspot.com.es/2015/04/dia-mundial-de-la-seguridad-y-salud-en.html
http://saludlaboralyprevencion.blogspot.com.es/2015/04/dia-mundial-de-la-seguridad-y-salud-en.html
http://saludlaboralyprevencion.blogspot.com.es/2015/04/segunda-jornada-se-seguridad-y-salud.html
http://saludlaboralyprevencion.blogspot.com.es/2015/04/segunda-jornada-se-seguridad-y-salud.html
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SRI LANKA, Colombo 

The ILO Country Office for Sri Lanka and the Maldives, in collaboration with the 

Ministry of Labour, National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), the 

Employers’ Federation of Ceylon (EFC) and trade unions, organized an half-day 

workshop, with the aim of commemorating the World Day for Safety and Health at 

Work with ILO constituents, and specifically, focusing attention on emerging trends in 

the field of occupational safety and health and on the magnitude of work-related 

injuries. 

Description of activities 

The event was a half-day awareness-raising workshop on Building a Culture of Prevention on 

OSH to commemorate the World Day for Safety and Health at Work.  

The ILO Country Director for Sri Lanka and the Maldives, Mr Donglin Li, emphasizes that 

Decent Work must be Safe Work, and that the ILO and its constituents must be leaders in 

promoting safety and health at work and building a culture of prevention on OSH. 

Mr Gotabaya Jayarathna, Secretary of the State Ministry of Labour, Mr Ravi Peiris, Director 

General of the EFC and the General Secretary of Sri Lanka Nidahas Sevaka Sangamaya, Mr 

Leslie Devendra delivered presentations on emerging trends in the field of occupational safety 

and health, the magnitude of work-related injuries in Sri Lanka, and other issues related to 

OSH, with a subsequent discussion on the topics covered.  

Representatives of the Government, the Employers’ Federation of Ceylon, and trade unions, as 

well as representatives from the private sector, and members of the media participated at the 

event. 

 

The event was covered by local media outlets, and the Press Release was uploaded in the ILO 

Office for Sri Lanka and the Maldives webpage available at the following link: 

http://www.ilo.org/colombo/info/pub/pr/WCMS_366189/lang--en/index.htm. 

  

http://www.ilo.org/colombo/info/pub/pr/WCMS_366189/lang--en/index.htm
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SWITZERLAND, Geneva 

The ILO Labour Administration, Labour Inspection and Occupational Safety and Health 

Branch (LABADMIN/OSH) Branch organized a panel discussion at the ILO 

headquarter to celebrate the World Day for Safety and Health at Work and launch 

the 2015 SAFEDAY website. 

Description of activities 

Ms Sandra Polaski, ILO Deputy Director-General for Policy, opened the event. She stressed 

out that there are critical roles for government, employers, workers and the broader public to 

play in making real progress in building a culture of prevention on OSH, and that safety and 

health at work is the responsibility of everyone. 

High level speakers delivered a presentation on the development and maintenance of a 

culture of prevention on OSH, namely: 

 Dr (Ms) Gan Siok Lin - Executive Director, Workplace Safety and Health Institute - Ministry 

of Manpower Singapore 

 Mr Ulas Yildiz - Legal Advisor, Turkish Confederation of Employers’ Associations (TISK) 

 Ms Silvana Cappuccio - Senior Officer, Italian General Confederation of Labour 

(CGIL), Member of the Workers’ Group of ILO Governing Body 

 Mr Hans-Horst Konkolewsky - Secretary General, International Social Security Association 

(ISSA) 

 Ms Nancy Leppink - Chief of the ILO LABADMIN/OSH Branch closed the event, with the 

launch of the 2015 SAFEDAY website. 

 

For more information, visit:  

http://www.ilo.org/safework/events/safeday/WCMS_362945/lang--en/index.htm.  

http://www.ilo.org/safework/events/safeday/WCMS_362945/lang--en/index.htm
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TANZANIA, Dodoma 

The Ministry of Labour and Employment (Occupational Safety and Health Authority - 

OSHA), Association of Tanzania Employers (ATE), Trade Union Congress of Tanzania 

(TUCTA) in collaboration with ILO, organized series of activities to mark the OSH week 

in Tanzania,  including two days OSH exhibition, a procession by workers and the 

public, a symposia and several workshops.  The main objectives were raising 

awareness among workers, employers, and the public at large, on OSH at workplaces 

and specifically on promoting prevention culture 

Description of activities 

A two days OSH exhibition took place on the 27th and 28th of April. About 20 institutions and 

companies participated, in particular from the mining sector, safety and health sector, 

electricity supply, manufacturing, social security, ports services etc. Some of them also 

provided demonstrations on OSH practices at their workplaces. Osh performance awards 

were delivered to the winning companies.  

On 28th of April workers and the public at large joined the procession to call on governments, 

employers, workers and their organizations to collaborate in the development and 

implementation of national policies and strategies aimed at encouraging all to build a culture 

of prevention on OSH.  

The Chief Guest at the event, the Deputy Minister for labour and Employment, Dr Makongoro 

Mahanga, called for tripartite national commitment and national action in fostering lasting 

improvements in safety and health at work; stressing that government, employers and workers, 

together must create the partnerships needed in building a culture of prevention at our 

workplaces. He further called upon the workers and employers to promote a national 

occupational safety and health culture and ensuring healthy working environment through 

respecting of laws and regulations, strengthening labour inspection at work places and 

provision of training to both employers and workers.  

On his part, the Director of ILO Country Office for Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda and Rwanda, Mr 

Alexio Musindo explained that the ILO, in collaboration with its constituents - governments, 

employers’ and workers’ organizations consider occupational safety and health as one of the 

cornerstones of the broader goal of promoting decent work, both as a human right and as an 

integral part of a people-centred agenda for development, thus a key to protecting the life 

and health of all workers. Mr Musindo further called upon the government in collaboration 
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with the social partners and the designated statutory tripartite consultative bodies to ratify 

and implement the OSH conventions, which seek to promote a preventative safety and health 

culture through national policy systems and programmes.  

Employers’ Association and Workers’ Organization representatives also delivered a speech, 

centred on the theme “Join in building prevention culture on OSH at workplaces”. 

An OSH symposium for the Parliamentarians, members of the social welfare committee, was 

organized, as well as several workshops on OSH in the construction sector and for 

SMEs/Informal economy (in Dar es Salaam and Dodoma), and in mining sector (in Mwanza 

region).  
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TURKEY, Ankara 

For the first time the World Day for Safety and Health at Work was celebrated in 

Turkey, with a one-day meeting organized by the ILO Office for Turkey in Ankara. 

After the opening speeches, three panels were organized on building a culture on 

prevention, followed by an open discussion. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description of activities 

Ms Burçu Akça, National Programme Officer for Occupational Safety and Health, welcomed 

the participants, and invited all to observe a minute of silence to commemorate workers who 

had lost their lives and who had been injured due to occupational accidents and diseases.  

Mr Numan Özcan, Director of the ILO Office for Turkey, opened this first celebration of the 

World OSH Day in Turkey, referring to Turkey’s recent international commitments concerning 

OSH, including the ratification of the Safety and Health in Construction Convention, 1988, (No. 

167) and the Safety and Health in Mining Convention, 1995 (No. 176) on 23 March 2015. 

Mr. Serhat Ayrım, Deputy Undersecretary of Ministry of Labour and Social Security (MoLSS) 

described the priorities of MoLSS for providing a safe and healthy work environment in 

Turkey. He referred to the legislative reform undertaken, which includes the adoption of the 

OSH Act No. 6331 and related regulations on OSH; the establishment of a National OSH 

Council, as well as the international and national projects on OSH.  

Mr. Erhan Batur, Deputy Undersecretary MoLSS and representative of the Turkish Delegation 

during G20 sessions, elaborated on the attention given to OSH within the framework G20 

priorities.  

Mr. Jukka Takala, Senior Consultant to Singapore Ministry of Manpower and Workplace 

Safety and Health Institute, emphasized the crucial need to have access to realistic data with 

regard to work-related diseases, injuries and deaths in order to be able to evaluate the 

situation and progress.  

Three panels were organized: 

 Panel 1: Building a Culture of Prevention through the National OSH Council (NOSHC); 

 Panel 2: Building a Culture of Prevention in Mining;  
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 Panel 3: Building a Culture of Prevention in Construction. 

Finally, an open discussion on Building a Preventive Culture in Turkey took place, moderated 

by Ms. Maria-Luz Vega, Special Adviser for the Regional Office for Europe and Central Asia. 

Ms. Vega, together with the panelists - Ms Brakenhielm, Mr Takala, Mr Gerim and Ms Güven - 

answered some questions raised by participants.  

The press release is available on the webpage of the ILO Office for Turkey: 

http://www.ilo.org/public/english/region/eurpro/ankara/info/press/world_osh_day_celebr

ation.htm; 

http://www.ilo.org/public/english/region/eurpro/ankara/areas/world_osh_day_2015.htm. 

  

http://www.ilo.org/public/english/region/eurpro/ankara/info/press/world_osh_day_celebration.htm
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/region/eurpro/ankara/info/press/world_osh_day_celebration.htm
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/region/eurpro/ankara/areas/world_osh_day_2015.htm
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UGANDA, Kampala 

The Ministry of Labour and Employment (Occupational Safety and Health Department) 

promoted a number of activities, including a marathon, OSH exhibitions and a 

procession, aimed at raising awareness among workers, employers, and the public at 

large, on OSH at workplace and specifically on building a preventive culture. 

Description of activities 

On 26th of April the Ministry for Gender, Labour and Social Development in collaboration 

with employers and workers organizations organized a non-competitive marathon to 

encourage physical activities, health promotion and OSH at workplaces. 

On 28th of April OSH exhibitions by several companies and institutions were organized to 

share good practices and raise awareness among workers, employers and general public. 

Finally, a procession by workers and the public were received by the Guest of honour Hon. 

Wilson Muruli Mukasa, Minister for Gender, Labour and Social Development. The event 

continued with the speeches from the Guest of honour, the Ministry of Labour, Employers 

Association, and Workers organization. 
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UKRAINE, Kiev 

The State Labour Service of Ukraine whit the support of the ILO National Coordinator 

organized a press conference devoted to the World Day for Safety and Health at 

Work and a workshop to reconfirm the commitment of tripartite constituents to 

promote OSH. 

Description of activities 

During the press conference organized to celebrate the 

World Day for Safety and Health at Work, the 

campaign “Join in the preventive culture on OSH” was 

launched, emphasizing the importance of the preventive 

culture on OSH in the current economic and social 

developments in Ukraine. The contents of the SAFEDAY 

Campaign were translated into Ukrainian, as well as 

poster and leaflet that were than printed and 

disseminated to all regional branches of the State 

Labour Service Employers’ and Workers’ Organizations, 

academic institutions and mass media.  

The workshop was organized to reinforce the 

commitment of government, employers and workers in 

the prevention of occupational accidents and diseases. 

Representatives of the State Labour Service of Ukraine, the Federation of Employers of 

Ukraine, and the Federation of Trade Unions of Ukraine participated at the workshop, with 

members of the Institute of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine on Occupational 

Medicine and other academic institutions and media. 

After a brief introduction by the St   ate Labour Service, the ILO representative made a 

presentation of the SAFEDAY Campaign 2015. Members of Employers’ organizations, 

Workers’ organizations and the academia made their contributions on their respective roles in 

building a preventive culture on OSH. 
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UNITED ARAB EMIRATES, Dubai 

The Occupational Health and Safety Section of the Dubai Municipality - Public Health 

and Safety Department organized a whole day plenary session with open forum to 

celebrate the World Day for Safety and Health at Work. The purpose of the event 

was to raise awareness on health and safety at work, and taking actions to further 

prevent work-related accidents and diseases. It aimed also at presenting the efforts 

made by the different Safety and health supportive authorities - such as Civil Defence, 

Dubai Ambulance Corporation and Dubai Health Authority -towards a culture of 

prevention on health and safety.  

Description of activities 

The celebration started with a kick off campaign, a day prior to the occasion where 

representatives from the Public Health and Safety Department together with Eng. Raed 

Mohammed Al-Marzooqi, head of Occupational Health & Safety Section and Eng. Marwan 

Abdulla Al Mohammed, Director of Public Health and Safety Department, visited some of the 

Dubai Municipality departments including the office of the Assistant Director General Mr 

Salem Mohammed Bin Mesmar. There were bags being distributed containing promotional 

items.  

The program was formally started with an opening speech by the Asst. Director General of 

Environment, Health and Safety Sector, Eng. Salem Mohammed Bin Mesmar. Eng. Raed Al 

Marzooqi then welcomed the attendees with a short message, in which he emphasized the 

importance of having a strong foundation of a culture on prevention of OSH and the efforts 

made by the Dubai Municipality to support the goal of ILO towards a safe and healthy 

working environment.  Celebrating the World Day for Safety and Health is a ground for 

information dissemination, sharing of best practices and facts gathering about health and 

safety. To do so, a number of important guests spoke during the plenary session, including Mr. 

Khalid bin Jumia of Dubai Civil Defense; Dr Wasif Alam, Director of Public Health in Dubai 

Health Authority; Dr Fathiya Hatem Ibrahim, who heads the Reinforcement of Health Section; 

Mrs Mariam Khamis, a technical trainer of the Dubai Ambulance. The Ministry of Labour and 

Social Affair also informed about its vital role in the prevention of occupational accident and 

illness. Open forum was then followed where attendees (around 80 people) were given the 

chance to share their opinions, make clarifications and ask questions to resource speakers 

during the last part of the plenary session, which was moderated by Eng. Raed Al-marzooqi. 
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The culmination of the celebration was done through the distribution of the gift bags, and 

safety and health promotional items, Safety Brochures and Posters, Mugs, Fitness items, DVD, 

personalized pens, speakers and others.  


